THE RESULTS

87% of our cohort say being a
Breakthrough Leader has helped
raise their profile.

83% say being a
Breakthrough Leader has progressed
their career.

74% of Leaders say being on The
Breakthrough Leaders programme
has it enlarged their sense of self and
what can be achieved.
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OUR AIM:

To identify and spotlight 51 Black, Asian and minority ethnic future leaders, and
support them to have a breakthrough by taking the next major step in their
career.
Achieving greater ethnic diversity particularly at senior and decision-making
levels has always presented a challenge for the UK TV industry. While on-screen
representation of people from Black, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds is
improving, the latest figures released from the Creative Diversity Network show
how these groups of people are seriously underrepresented in senior TV
leadership roles. Those working behind the camera in senior roles falls below
10%. Only 2.4% of production executives, 4.4% of series producers, 8.3% of
heads of production and 9.3% of production managers identify as being from a
Black, Asian or minority ethnic backgrounds.
This programme was devised and targeted at experienced mid to senior level
Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic TV professionals who have worked in the
industry for 8 years or more and feel like they are fast approaching invisible
barriers or stalled career progress.
It is at this stage we are told, that it is often difficult to spell out with clarity,
longer-term professional aspirations, and even more what intermediate steps are
needed to achieve these professional goals.
The lack of clarity of desired career paths, as well as the difficulty of turning
those aspirations into reality, is often due to lack of contacts (or ‘social capital’),
which is amplified by the challenges brought about by the lack of diversity at
senior levels.
The Breakthrough Leaders programme aims to address this.
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WHAT WE’VE
DONE SO FAR:

Delivered a series of first-class
Leadership and industry masterclasses hosted by some of the most
senior and influential figures in our industry. These sessions are aimed
to equip participants with the knowledge they need
to acquire, growth that they will need to experience, as well as
the confidence to step into leadership roles.
• Sessions included: Personal Purpose with Kevin
Roberts and Remy Blumenfeld, Personal Branding with Karen
Blackett OBE and more, along with the most recent Business Affairs
Masterclass with Nicola Hartley and her team from Mint & Co.
• Industry talks have been given by Channel 5’s Ben Frow,
ITV’s Angela Jain as well as Netflix’s Kate Townsend and Anne
Mensah. Alex Mahon from Channel 4 is scheduled for the end of the
year.
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WHAT WE’VE
DONE:

Created 51 Unique ‘road maps’ to success so participants have a strategy
to follow. Supported each participants achieve these goals by matching
each one with a mentor who is sharing their experiences, expertise and
opening their contact book.
Mentors include Henry Blake (Freelance); Georgia Brown (Director
European Originals, Amazon); Lorna Clarke (Controller of Pop, BBC); Ros
Coward (Executive Producer, Fremantle UK); Nana Hughes (Head of
Scripted Comedy, ITV); Jay Hunt (Creative Director, Europe, Apple); Tom
McDonald (Director of Factual, BBC Studios); Alisa Pomeroy (Senior
Commissioning Editor, Factual, Channel 4); Ade Rawcliffe (Director of
Diversity & Inclusion, ITV); Natalie Rose (Freelance); Fatima
Salaria (Managing Director, Naked); Luke Seraphin (Head of PR, Drama &
Factual, Sky); Christian Vesper (President, Global Drama, Fremantle); Karl
Warner (Controller, E4) and Pat Younge (Managing Director, Cardiff
Productions).
See full list of mentors here

WHAT WE’VE
DONE:

Provided each participant with a package of coaching
sessions to help develop clear aims for their ongoing
personal and professional development. The sessions are
intended to throw up personal challenges designed to help
particpants overcome whatever fears, phobias and selfdefeating patterns or beliefs they may have. Please see a
list of our coaches here

Hosted a number of online and in person events which has
not only connected leaders to Pact members and talent
managers; but also strengthen a sense of community where
the cohorts have supported each other by sharing jobs,
stories of triumph and consoled each other with words of
inspiration via the Whatsapp group.

Selected leaders will be invited to become BAFTA
members at a discounted rate.
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OUR LEADERS:
Our 51 Leaders were selected out of 200 applications from 400 nominations. Our cohort range
from commissioners to series producers, APs and execs to those working in marketing, HR and
we also have a profoundly deaf director. Their participation means we are influencing and
impacting the industry as a whole.
You can see our leaders here

29 female
22 male

10 (25-35 yrs)
25 (35-45 yrs)
11 (45+ yrs)
5 prefer not to say

11 scripted
35 non scripted
5 entertainment

2 people disabled
5 prefer not to say

16 people (33%)
live outside of
London
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WHAT OUR LEADERS SAY:
“The programme has given me the chance to
build my networks, raise my profile and become
aware of more opportunities. It has given me a
platform and allow me to focus on my
breakthroughs and become a leader that
will inspire and lead in the future.”

“Supported me massively as I transition to my next
level and connected me to a fantastic community of
talented creative leaders.”

“Made me realise that I kick ass and I've just been
blind to my talent for all these years and looked for
recognition from others.”

“The weeks following being announced as a
breakthrough leader I had a flurry of Talent
Managers and Execs contact me to see if I was
available for work. I was in the midst of
negotiating my current contract too and I believe
being a breakthrough leader is part of why I was
offered such a long contract to retain my talent
at the company.”

“Being part of the programme gave me the
confidence and incentive to start applying for jobs
in the area I wanted to progress into. I really do
not think I would have got the Commissioning
Exec job had I not been part of the programme. I
would not have even applied for it. I’d have just
taken another producer contract. My mentor
helped a great deal as did changing my mindset”.
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WHAT WE’VE
LEARNT SO FAR:

•

To inform our Leader’s employers to let them know one of
their employees have been selected to be part of the
programme. Not only is this a great PR opportunity for the
company they work at but also ensures we get the buy in
from their mangers so our leaders have the flexibility to
attend all sessions.

•

Scheduling – current session times clashed with the US
and other parts of the world start of day. Scheduling
sessions earlier in the day at breakfast for example would
make it easier for more leaders to attend.

•

To contact potential mentors way in advance, because
we were matching mentors based on our cohorts
preferences the process was far lengthy than expected. In
2022's programme not only will we contact potential
mentors a lot sooner but also have a few suggested mentors
we can offer to participants who are unsure of who to choose.
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BREAKTHROUGH
LEADERS 2022:

We plan to build on the success of our inaugural
programme by issuing another call to the industry to
nominate who they think could be a potential
breakthrough leader. Once our 50 have been selected,
our coaches will work with them to create their unique
career roadmap before they are matched with a chosen
industry leader who will support them to realise their
goals.
We will continue to run a series of monthly online
masterclasses and industry talks given by influencers.
With the restrictions lifting around COVID we are also
planning a number of in person meet ups.
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WHAT WE ARE DOING DIFFERENT IN 2022:
SPONSORS RATHER THAN MENTORS
“My mentor has helped to guide me in making important decisions”
“Helped to guide me in making important decisions”
“I haven’t met with my mentor since June because they’ve been busy. They were
supposed to introduce me to some people but haven’t. Hope to remedy this at our next
meeting”.
Whist our mentors have provided our cohort with recommendations and offered advice
to help, in 2022 we want our mentors to be far more invested in our leader’s careers. By
enrolling them as sponsors rather than mentors we hope they will feel far more invested in
their career and proactively advocate for their leader.
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WHAT WE ARE DOING DIFFERENT IN 2022
DEDICATED TALENT COORDINATOR
86% felt Breakthrough Leaders raised their profile.
Only 66% felt the programme has enabled them to make their next career move.
One of the key aims of the programme is not only to raise our leader’s profiles but to
introduce them to new preferably paid opportunities. By introducing a dedicated part- time
talent coordinator will help to do just that. Their role is to work closely with your talent
manager and Indigo talent keeping them both update with our leaders career progressions
and achievements.
They will also be in regular contact with your press team feeding them success stories that can
be shared in the trade press, thus helping to maintain and raise not only the profile of our
leaders, the programme but your support as well.
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WHAT WE ARE DOING DIFFERENT IN 2022
More coaching:
“65% of our leaders said coaching had a profound impact on their sense of self”
Participants each were offered 6 x 60-minute sessions, some coaches split this into 8 x 45
minute sessions.
When asked most felt they would have benefitted from more coaching sessions.
For many of the cohorts this was the first time they had experienced coaching and it took
them a little time to settle into the sessions.
“More frequent in the early stages e.g. 8 sessions every other week.”
“Once a month for a year. Even better would be once a fortnight for a year!”
Therefore we are doubling 2022 coaching sessions from 6 to 12.
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PROPOSED TIMELINE
October:

• Press announcements
• Social Media Campaign
• Open for nominations
November:
• Nominations close
Nov/Early December:
• Collate nominations
Early Jan:
• Inform nominees
Jan/Feb:
• Selection
• Process
• Administration
• Mentor and coach selection
March:
• Press announcements
• Programme starts
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A LETTER FROM
ONE OF OUR
LEADERS:

I also wanted to reach out and thank you to you personally for
this amazing opportunity. I’m loving the mentoring, coaching
and masterclasses and have got so much out of them already.
I’d only just started Series Producing at the start of this year
then a few weeks ago I got contacted by someone I’d worked
with a few years back. She’d seen that I’d been selected as a
breakthrough leader on socials and invited me to apply for a
staff Exec job at the beeb working on a new prime time BBC1
show.
My mentor helped me prep for the interview. I’d also met
fellow leader in one of the breakout rooms in one of our
sessions. He mentioned that he’d recently interviewed with the
BBC so I reached out to him for some advice on my
application and he was really helpful.
I didn’t get the staff job in the end but they’ve now created a
freelance Exec role for me on the show which I start at the
beginning of August . This is obviously a huge step and a
massive breakthrough for me thanks to the scheme.
Thank you!
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SO FAR OUR BREAKTHROUGH LEADERS HAVE...
Won Best Sports Show (Gold) & Best Factual
Series (Silver) at 2021 Radio Academy ARIAS
Awards

Taken a new role as YouTube originals,
Senior Creative Executive (EMEA),
commissioning content for global
audiences.

Promoted to Head of Development at ITN

Promoted to Commissioning Executive at
BBC Three. His slate includes Hot Property,
The Drop, Tonight With Target, Drag Race
UK, Drag Race Down Under and Canada's
Drag Race.

Selected as one of Netflix's inaugural
recipients 400k documentary fund talent

Appointed as UKTV's commissioning exec for
factual & factual entertainment slates of W,
Yesterday, Dave and Gold
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PRESS GENERATED SO FAR:
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Breakthrough Leaders 2021 is brought to you in proud association with:

Contact Simone@thetvcollective.org for more details

